


 
However, to try and get back on track, my point is that when all agencies outside of the District 
Court are set up to behave so extremely unjust and corrupt and nasty; it seems from my perspective 
that a reform of the District Court is only to assure further government benefits. 
 
First and foremost government authorities are about saving face and costs. It appears to me the 
review of Civil court matters is more for government cost cutting than to enhance justice more 
equitably. 
 
My wrongful conviction resulted in part by a judge who made a preliminary summary judgement 
before evidence was considered, on what side to support and what side to stack things up against. 
Great bias and denial of evidence occurs to put blinkers on to self-justify the judgement. The process 
is no longer just or objective.  
 
My useless lawyer disclosed all defence evidence to the Crown as it came in. This resulted in the 
Crown getting a heads up as to what evidence had to be manufactured to ensure a conviction. My 
lawyer did not then bring up the initial factual evidence the Crown was contradicting.  
 
NZ has a number of organisations such as the ‘I’PCA, ESR, MO’J’, Police, Judicial Misconduct 
Authority, High Court, Appeal Court, Medical Council, Law Society, Coroners Court, Privacy 
Commissioner, etc that all close rank to ensure that most civil grievances never get justice. In 
addition there is great intimidation and pressure put on decent lawyers to toe the line with the 
deceit and closing rank.  
 
In addition, the government ignores all recommendations of the Human Rights Commissioner, as 
they are only there for token gesture also. The coroners court refuse a coroner’s inquest and refuse 
to meet their lawful obligations to cover up the facts forever more. Internal Affairs put incorrect 
causes of death on death certificates. The Privacy Commissioner is there to cover up evidence 
showing corruption and an accused persons innocence. Police are in total control of all evidence that 
show innocence, and disclose only to their agenda. The entire ‘system’ closes rank to keep 
corruption and wrongdoing swept under the mat. 
 
The obstructiveness and ongoing nastiness against me to ensure the truth of my case is never 
acknowledged, is extremely intense from all government authorities and their token gesture 
supposed ‘independent’ fellow team members. 
 
Only the wealthy can afford to attempt getting some justice by taking government authorities to 
court, but even then they have to battle through intense deceit and corruption. NZ government staff 
have all the dark tactics, power and taxpayers money for the best lawyers, to ensure a not guilty 
verdict and fellow gang support.  
 
Average victims of the state cannot proceed with any matter, and are left to flounder alone in 
helplessness, trauma, grief and stress. With the fierce closing rank of government authorities, there 
is no-one to turn to for help. The innocent are forced into extremely helpless unsupported situations 
to the point of suicide, that authorities gleefully anticipate. 
 
Civil justice needs a major overhaul across all sectors.  
 
I notice particularly with this review that there is still nothing about accountability of corrupt 
lawyers, judges or malicious Crown staff; merely more cost cutting and tightening of protection for 
government authorities under guise of enhancing justice. 



 
In summary: 
 
1) Government authorities have almost unlimited taxpayers money and power to close rank, wear 
victims down and control evidence to get their own way. 
 
2) Government authorities are given many protections to obstruct justice, including laws of 
immunity when they break laws. 
 
3) Government authorities are first and foremost about token gesture and saving face and money. 
 
4) Early Disclosure results in a heads up for government authorities to manufacture ‘evidence’ to 
save face, manipulate and to appear in the right. They are not charged when they commit perjury in 
order to get a person convicted. 
 
5) Preliminary summary judgement is a verdict decided prior to contemplating evidence, to enable 
the judge to decide what side to support and what side to stack things up against. Great bias and 
denial of evidence occurs to put blinkers on to support the judgement. The process is no longer just 
or objective. The innocent are convicted so Crown authorities can save face. Delusion and deceit are 
used by Crown authorities and the judge to self-justify wrongful convictions when the factual 
evidence is disregarded. 
 
6) Useless lawyers are not held to account and blame the system being adversarial or trial by 
ambush for their lack of professional integrity. 
 
7) Written briefs are merely nasty slander personal attacks when the evidence does not support 
guilt; or the evidence is too complex for the jury to understand; in the hope of a manipulative 
emotive verdict. 
 
8) Written briefs are given to lying witness’s when they contradict themselves, to ensure they can 
appear to be credible.  
 
9) Written briefs suddenly come up with very damning new information four years later that a 
‘witness’ suddenly ‘recalls’, but could not ‘recall’ immediately after the event. 
The adversarial system is not about truth or justice. 
 
10) An inquisitorial system will ensure yet more Crown control of saving face and an outcome to 
their own benefit; when the judges are unjust.  
 
11) Not all judges are about truth or justice or have a conscience. 
 
12) Many government authorities also.  
 
13) Only God is totally reliably about truth and gives true justice and will do so to the corrupt ones 
running the ‘justice’ system. 
 
Thank-you for this opportunity to give my opinion. It seems the only justice I can get. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 
Karen Summers 




